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Abstract [173]     The present paper gives a review of the recent research into simplified reduced-
scale models of automotive structures that can be used for prediction of structure-borne vehicle
interior noise. The models under consideration evolve from the simplest ones to more
sophisticated developments and take into account different structural dynamic and acoustic
features of real vehicles. Analytical and numerical approaches to the theoretical description of
such models are discussed.  The comparison of the theory with the measurements on some
physical reduced-scale models demonstrates that such models can be used successfully for
studying interior noise in real road vehicles. One of the most important issues in this technique is
to find a compromise between the minimum degree of complexity of a model and the required
accuracy of description of frequency contents and noise levels in a real vehicle. It is expected that
the proposed methodology will lead to the development of efficient analytical and experimental
tools that could be used for prediction of vehicle interior noise on a design stage.
1   INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of vehicle interior noise is characterised by a variety of mechanisms of excitation
and interaction of structural vibrations of the car body with acoustic modes of the interior cavity. A
number of different modelling techniques based on finite element calculations or on combined
numerical and experimental approaches have been developed to describe vehicle interior noise (see,
e.g. [1-5]). Although certain important advances have been made in this field, the theoretical models
that are currently available are not accurate and robust enough to be relied upon to the extent that
manufactures could dispense with the expensive process of producing prototypes for interior noise
evaluation. Thus, further research is needed to improve the understanding of vehicle interior noise.
      A promising and efficient approach to modelling and understanding of vehicle interior noise can
be based on analytical techniques employing maximum possible simplification of the model vehicle
structure and of the acoustic interior [6]. The results of this approach can be expressed in terms of
analytical formulae for sound pressure in the vehicle interior as a function of road irregularity,
vehicle speed, properties of suspensions, resonance frequencies and modal shapes of structural and
acoustical modes and of their coupling to each other.
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     In addition to analytical modelling, a very helpful approach to understanding and predicting
vehicle interior noise can be based on the development of reduced-scale physical models and their
subsequent experimental investigation. These could provide a researcher with the flexibility to easy
change the parameters of the vehicle under development and to measure the influence of these
parameters on generated interior noise. Earlier developed reduced-scale models were designed to
reflect only acoustic properties of vehicle interiors (see, e.g. [7,8]). In the course of recent
investigations with reduced-scale models carried out in Loughborough University [9,10] both
structural and acoustic subsystems, as well as their interaction, have been investigated. In the
present paper a brief review of these investigations will be given, starting from the simplest model,
QUASICAR, and finishing with more complex but still manageable reduced-scale models.
     Note in this connection that, if scaling of purely acoustic physical models is quite obvious, i.e.
the reduction of linear dimensions by N times causes the increase in resonant frequencies by N
times, it is not so obvious in the case of structural modes. Indeed, vibration fields in structures are
combinations of many different types of elastic waves that can propagate in bounded solids. Some
of these waves are dispersive, some are not. Therefore, it is not so easy to tell how the resonant
frequencies and modal shapes of structural vibration modes will change with the scaling. For simple
structures, such as finite plates, one can prove that if all linear dimensions of a plate, i.e. length,
width and height, will be reduced by N times, than the resonance frequencies of the plate will
increase by the same number N.  One can expect that this is true for arbitrary solid structures as
well, which is the necessary prerequisite of reduced-scale structural-acoustic modelling. However,
the discussion of such a general aspect of elasto-dynamics is beyond the scope of this paper.
2   THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Analytical Description of Structure-Borne Interior Noise
In the case of a concentrated dynamic force applied to a model vehicle body, e.g. from the front-
right suspension, the structure-borne acoustic pressure in a vehicle interior can be expressed in the
form [6]
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The notations used in Eqns (1)-(3) are the following:  Pfr(ω)  is the frequency spectrum of the
applied force,  c  and  ρ0  are sound velocity and mass density of air,  hs, Ly  and  ρ0s  are  thickness,
width and mass density of the thin-walled structure (e.g. plate or shell) simulating an enclosed
vehicle interior,  Ll  is the total ‘unwrapped’ length of the above structure,  Φm(r),  and  Ψp(ρ)  are
modal shapes of acoustic and structural modes respectively,  δm  and  δp  are their attenuation
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decrements, and  am  are coefficients depending on the acoustic mode type and on the shape of the
enclosure.
      The non-dimensional function  Fmp(ω)  defined by Eqn (2) can be termed as the frequency
overlap function of the acoustical and structural modes characterised by the overall modal indexes
m  and  p.  Similarly, the non-dimensional factor Smp  defined by Eqn (3) can be considered as
coefficient of spatial coupling between the corresponding acoustical and structural modes. It is the
product  Fmp(ω)Smp  that determines the amplitudes of the resulting acoustic pressure inside the
vehicle compartment.  Note that Eqns (1)-(3) have been derived using the assumption of negligibly
small effect of air loading on structural vibrations in a car body (for discussion of this
approximation see books [11,12]).
      For the sake of simplicity, Eqn (1), in contrast to the similar expression in [6], does not consider
road irregularity and the corresponding transfer function linking it with the dynamic suspension
forces.  One can see from Eqn (1) that the resulting acoustic pressure is formed as a summation over
products of all structural and acoustic modes. However, because of the double filtration – over time
and space described by the products  Fmp(ω)Smp  – only relatively few of the structural and
acoustical modes interact effectively and give noticeable contributions.  First of all, it is clear from
Eqn (2) that only those acoustic and structural modes should be taken into account which resonance
frequencies,  ωm  and  ωp  respectively, are close enough to each other.  In addition to this, it follows
from Eqn (3) that only those overlapping acoustical and structural modes should be taken into
account for which the values of the mode coupling coefficients  Smp  are big enough.
2.2 Determination of Structural Modes.
The simplest approximation for structural modes used in [6] considered a car or aircraft structure as
a curved simply supported plate in which any curvature effect on flexural wave propagation have
been neglected. Such an approximation is appropriate only for relatively high frequencies, i.e. for
frequencies higher than the ring frequency of the circular shell with the radius corresponding to the
smallest radius of the structure. For low and medium frequencies one should consider car structures
as non-circular cylindrical shells, which means that the effect of local curvature should be
considered as significant.
      According to the finite element analysis of flexural vibrations in some simplified models of
vehicle body structures built up of non-circular cylindrical shells (see e.g. Figure 1), resonant
vibration modes of such structures can be represented as symmetric and anti-symmetric
combinations of vibrations of their quasi-flat parts taken separately [13].
Figure 1:  Profile of the non-circular cylindrical shell used for experimental modelling
of structure-borne vehicle interior noise [9,10]
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The same conclusion can be derived also using the analytical approach utilising the concept of
coupled-waveguide propagation in shells of the same non-circular shape but having an infinite
length (depth)  [14].
       In particular, in the case of low frequencies, i.e. for frequencies lower than the ring frequency
of the circular shell associated with curved parts, the wave coupling between the vibration fields in
quasi-flat areas is very weak. Therefore, the equation of a single simply-supported plate can be used
for calculation of resonant frequencies of both symmetric and anti-symmetric modes.  This reflects
the fact that at frequencies lower than the ring frequency the waveguide effect created by two
adjacent circular shells is very strong and almost the whole vibration energy is concentrated in the
flat plate area.
      This agrees well with the recent experiments [9,10] and with the finite element calculations
[13]. Such calculations show that resonant frequencies of symmetric and anti-symmetric modes of
the non-circular cylindrical shells under consideration are practically the same  (a small difference
appears only in the fifth digit, and the meaning of such very small difference is not clear). In the
same time, the numerical routine clearly identifies the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes in the
calculated distribution of vibrations over the shell cross-section (see Figure 2).
Figure 2:  Numerically calculated distributions of vibration fields for lowest order
symmetric and anti-symmetric modes of the non-circular cylindrical shell
made of steel and having two quasi-flat surfaces [13] (see also Figure 1);
geometrical parameters of the shell are: radius R = 125 mm, the total length
a + 2R = 550 mm, the width L = 300 mm, and the shell thickness  h = 1.2
mm;  resonant frequencies of the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes are
67.035 Hz and 67.039 Hz respectively.
For more complex models of vehicle structures the resonant modes become more difficult to
calculate analytically. However, finite element methods remain a powerful tool. In particular, some
resonant frequencies and modal structures have been calculated for two modified structural models
based on the basic model shown on Figure 1 (fore more detail see [13]).
2.3 Determination of Acoustic Modes.
The simplest way to calculate acoustic modes of a vehicle cavity is to use the approximation of a
cavity by an equivalent rectangular enclosure having the same height  H, width  L  and volume  V.
The resulting equivalent length  A  of a vehicle is then calculated as  A = V/HL.
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Figure 3:  Finite element analysis of the lowest order acoustic mode of the irregular cavity [15]
This simple approximation gives remarkably good results for low frequencies. However, it fails for
medium and higher frequencies, when the cavity shape becomes more important. In such cases
finite element technique or other numerical methods can be used.
      Figure 3 shows the results of finite element calculations of acoustic pressure for the lowest order
acoustic mode of the irregular model cavity [15].
2.4 Structural-Acoustic Response
When all structural and acoustic modes have been determined the final step is to calculate the
structural acoustic response of a model vehicle. This can be done e.g. by using analytical formulae
discussed in the Section 2.1.
Figure 4:  Calculated sound pressure level (SPL) of structure-borne noise in the
vehicle compartment as a function of vehicle speed  V  on a sinusoidal road
irregularity with the period  d = 15 cm  and height  h = 1 cm  for the
locations of the front-left suspension:  a) ls = 0.3 m (solid curve),  b) ls =
0.45 m (dashed curve)
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The results of typical calculations for a non-scaled simplified vehicle model are shown in Figure 4
as a function vehicle speed. One can see that at certain speeds corresponding to resonant
frequencies of close structural and acoustic modes there are maxima of generated interior noise.
3   EXPERIMENTS WITH REDUCED-SCALE MODELS
3.1 Measurements of Structure-Borne Noise in QUASICAR
To carry out experimental investigations of basic mechanisms of structure-borne vehicle interior
noise a reduced scale model, QUASICAR, has been designed and manufactured in Loughborough
University (QUASICAR stands for QUArter Scale Interior Cavity Acoustic Rig). It is a ¼ scale
representation of an average five-door saloon. The rig consists of a curved steel plate that is simply
supported by two rigid side walls made of massive wooden panels.
     The principal component in the test rig design was the curved steel plate (see Figure 1) that
simulates an enclosed vehicle interior cavity. This plate was made of mild steel and was 1.2 mm
thick. The side walls made of massive wooden panels were considered as absolutely rigid. The total
length of the enclosed cavity,  a + 2R,  was 0.55m, the height,  H = 2R, was 0.25m and the width,  L,
was 0.3m.
      The electromagnetic shaker was applied to the bottom of the curved steel plate to generate
structural vibrations associated with the effect of road irregularity. The amplitudes of vibrations were
measured by accelerometers. The location of the shaker was associated with the position of the front-
right suspension of a vehicle. To measure sound pressure level (SPL) inside the cavity a sound
pressure level meter was used as well as microphones.  The acoustic (air-borne) excitation was used
to measure acoustic modes of the cavity and was provided by a miniature loudspeaker.
     The results for structural excitation tests are presented on Figure 5 for a shaker located in the
position of the front-right suspension.
Figure 4.  Structural and structural-acoustic response of the QUASICAR.
Figure 5:  Structural and structural-acoustic responses of the QUASICAR. [9,10]
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A comparison of the structural response of the plate (point mobility) and the corresponding
structural acoustic response shows a good conceptual agreement with the theoretical model [6].
Indeed, as one can see from Figure 5, the principal resonance frequencies of the structure are being
‘transmitted’ into the structure-borne interior acoustic field, leading to high in-cavity noise levels.
3.2 Measurements of Acoustic Properties of Some Reduced-Scale Models.
To identify a permitted level of model simplification providing an acceptable agreement between its
acoustic response and the response of a real vehicle three quarter-scale models of gradually
increasing complexity have been used in the experiments [15]. The basic element of all three
models was the rectangular wooden box with the dimensions 0.55 x 0.35 x 0.25m3.  Then, to give a
better representation of a car interior, extra sides made of wood of the same thickness (12 mm) were
added to the corners of the model, giving an octagonal shaped cavity. The final quarter scale model
represented the above-mentioned octagonal cavity with added seats made out of 50mm wooden
blocks.  One of the sides making the octagonal cavity was taken out to give extra room in the model
(see Figure 6).  On a later stage, felt material was added to the interior of all three cavities under
investigation to study the absorption effect of trim in a real vehicle interior.
Figure 6:  View of the irregular cavity with added seats [15]
Measurements of sound pressure level and mode shapes were taken also in an interior of a real Ford
Fiesta. The comparison of the measured frequency response of the irregular cavity (shown on
Figure 6) with added felt  with the response of the Ford Fiesta (the measured resonant frequencies
of the irregular cavity have been quartered to make the comparison possible) show that they behave
in a very similar way. However, the SPL in the real vehicle was considerably lower, which was
mainly due to the larger volume of the real vehicle compartment (by 43 = 64 times, which
corresponds to 36 dB). Since the volume of the enclosure is present in the denominator of the
acoustic Green’s function, the average theoretical SPL of a real vehicle should be by around 36 dB
lower. In reality, the sound absorbing effects of the felt in the model and of the trim in the real
vehicle, that can not be scaled, might have caused the difference between the two curves being
smaller than the above-mentioned 36 dB.
     Further investigations of the effects of vehicle cavity shapes are required to understand their
effects on frequency responses and mode shapes. The key issue here is to find a compromise
between the minimum degree of complexity of a model and the required accuracy of description of
frequency contents and noise levels in a real vehicle. It is expected that further development of
techniques based on investigation of reduced-scale models will lead to the development of efficient
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analytical and experimental tools that could be suitable for prediction of vehicle interior noise on a
design stage.
4   CONCLUSIONS
Research into vehicle interior noise using reduced-scale simplified models of road vehicles has
demonstrated the ability of this technique to explain and predict structure-borne interior noise in
real vehicles.
     Although the models considered so far are overly simplified in comparison with real vehicle
structures, they prove to be useful for basic understanding and explanation of main features of noise
generation in road vehicles.
     It is anticipated that introduction of more sophisticated but still manageable reduced-scale
models reflecting the complexity of real vehicles will lead to the development of efficient analytical
and experimental tools that could be suitable for prediction of vehicle interior noise on a design
stage. The key issue here is to find a compromise between the minimum degree of complexity of a
model and the required accuracy of description of frequency contents and noise levels in a vehicle.
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